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I am writing to you in opposition of the proposed Central Corridor Gas Pipeline Extension
Project (Case No. 16-253-GA-BTX). I understand the project is designed to bring an increased
volume of natural gas into Southwest Ohio. While I understand this goal, as well as the need
to continuously improve the utility service infrastructure, I remain concerned that the
proposed, preferred route by the Power Siting Board, will be located in our densely populated
neighborhood. In Golf Manor, this project will be disruptive to properties impacted in both the
short and long term. Our concern continues to be about the safety issues related to this natural
gas pipeline as well as the proposed removal of trees and proposed barriers and future
serviceability of land acquired in impacted areas. I would remind elected officials, the Ohio
Power Siting Board, Public Utilities Commission of Ohio and Duke Energy that lower median
income, smaller urban communities such as Golf Manor, work diligently to contain expense
for taxpayers while providing critical services. A project of this magnitude will not only
disrupt the peace of the community during construction, but will leave Golf Manor with the
responsibility, cost, and aftermath of managing any catastrophic event that may take place due
to the failure of Duke Energy’s pipeline. Safety is of critical importance. The potential harm in
such a densely populated area is of alarm to all residents should there be a failure of the
pipeline. We are also concerned about the lack of engagement with local first responders, in
particular the Little Miami Joint Fire & Rescue District, our fire service provider, or any safety
organization, regarding the support Duke Energy will require or impose upon this Village
should this project be built. We anticipate that valuable economic resources will need to be
diverted from other essential needs to additional training and equipment required to support
any catastrophic failure of the pipeline, and we need to know how to fund this additional
burden. Finally, as the Board, PUCO and Duke Energy decide what best routes will be taken,
we encourage you to consider the financial impact this project will have on residential and
business property values, property insurance rates and the quality of life in the Village for our
residents. I strongly encourage the Ohio Power Siting Board, Public Utilities Commission of
Ohio and Duke Energy to reevaluate the Central Corridor Gas Pipeline Extension Project and
find better alternatives that do not rip apart the fabric of our densely populated and settled
community in the heart of Hamilton County.

Jaclyn Threadgill
Golf Manor, Ohio
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Case #16-0253-GA-BTX

This letter is to hopefully encourage you reconsider the current routes that you are considering
for the pipeline through central ohio.  The routes being considered run through too many
heavily populated areas.These routes you are considering run right down streets lined with
peoples homes. They run near parks, schools, industries, and neighborhood businesses.  One
portion of the route of the second option runs just feet away from a gas station in Reading,
OH.  I can't imagine what would happen to this residential area if there would be a gas
explosion. The lives that would be lost, the homes and businesses and neighborhoods that
would be destroyed.   Other portions of these routes run near parks where large numbers of
people gather at for festivals, concerts and sporting events. Could you imagine the numbers of
lives affected if an explosion happened near the park.  And please do not think that these
routes are safe and there is nothing to worry about.  There are several stories of these gas line
explosions happening in multiple locations throughout the country.Here is a headline
regarding an explosion which just happened this past January in Ohio.Homes were destroyed
and people were injured.   Enbridge Gas Pipeline Explosion Causes Fireball in OhioAn
explosion of an Enbridge Inc natural gas pipeline in Ohio on Monday created a fireball of
flame and damaged homes, prompting the evacuation of nearby residents. The explosion
occurred on Enbridge's Texas Eastern pipeline system and appeared to have destroyed two
homes, said Chasity Schmelzenbach, emergency management director for Noble County,
Ohio. "We got reports flames were shooting (up) 80 feet to 200 feet (25-60 meters),"
Schmelzenbach said. "You could see it upwards of 10-15 miles (16-24 km) away. Lots of
people thought it was in their backyard because it does appear large.  Enbridge later said that
two people were injured and two structures damaged in the incident, which occurred at 10:40
a.m. EST (1540 GMT). It said the fire had been contained, but that residents near the incident
had been evacuated. The Calgary-based company said it had "immediately started to shut in
and isolate that section of pipeline" and was cooperating with authorities in its response. The
U.S. Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration has been notified about the
explosion and has dispatched an investigator to the scene, an agency spokesman said.
Enbridge's Texas Eastern pipeline carries natural gas from the U.S. Gulf Coast and Texas to
high-demand markets in the mid-Atlantic and Northeast, according to Enbridge's website. It
was not immediately clear if the shut-in would impact customers in some of the most densely
populated areas in the United States during a particularly severe cold snap. A spokesman for
Pennsylvania's major power supplier, PECO, said late on Monday it was not experiencing any
disruptions related to the explosion. A fire on an Enbridge gas pipeline in northern British
Columbia late last year led to supply disruptions throughout the Pacific Coast, forcing a
number of Washington state refineries to temporarily shut or curb operations. (Reporting by
Rod Nickel in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Julie Gordon in Vancouver, Jarrett Renshaw in New
York.   This is just one of many stories of gas line explosions which have happened. Could
you imagine having this gas line run right through using either of the gas line option.I hope
you will rethink the routes for this gas line. It is clearly too dangerous and too risky to follow
through using either of these gas line options.

D, Seeger
Cincinnati, OH 45215
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RE: Case# 16-0253-GA-BTX
 
Dear OPSB,
 
This pipeline is not needed, is potentially very dangerous, and we don't want it to go through our 
Cincinnati neighborhoods. If there is an explosion in the future like there has been in other parts of 
the country - taking human lives and causing tons of damage - it will be on your conscience. 
Please make the right decision and have Duke find an alternative that does not endanger lives.
 
Thank you, Tom Borcher
45213
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